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Abstract
Algebras with two commuting involutions are represented as commutants of one-generated
--subalgebras of algebras of vector-space endomorphisms where  and  are involutions
of a prefixed type. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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Quebbemann [5] proved that involutive unital finite-dimensional algebras can be
represented as commutants of one-generated self-adjoint subalgebras of algebras of
vector-space endomorphisms. The goal of this note is to extend this result to algebras
with two commuting involutions. The techniques developed in [5] work well once
that an appropriate doubling procedure for Quebbemann’s representation is provided.
Quebbemann’s representation played an important role in the proof of Proposition 2
in [1] asserting that Jordan subalgebras of symmetric matrices algebras distinguish
Jordan polynomials. The challenge to obtain a similar result in the context of Jordan
triple systems has been successfully overcome in [4] and has given rise to this note.
Throughout this note .K;−/ denotes a field with an involution and the termino-
logy of algebra and algebra involution is relative to .K;−/. So, an involution  in an
algebra A is a mapping a ! a of A into itself satisfying
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.a C b/ D a C b; .a/ D a; .ab/ D ba and a D a
for all a; b in A and  in K. A subalgebra of A globally invariant by  is called a

-subalgebra. If B is a -subalgebra of A, then its centralizer in A given by
fa 2 A V ab D ba for all b in Bg
is also a -subalgebra of A.
Involutive algebras can be constructed from the consideration of nondegener-
ate hermitian spaces. Recall that, for " in K satisfying "" D 1, a nondegenerate
"-hermitian form in a vector space V over K is a mapping h; i from V  V into
K satisfying
hv1 C v2; v0i D hv1; v0i C hv2; v0i; hv; v0i D hv; v0i; hv; v0i D "hv0; vi
for all v1; v2; v; v0 in V and  in K, and hv; v0i D 0 for all v0 implies v D 0: If V has
finite dimension, then the algebra EndK.V / of all endomorphisms of V carries the
adjoint involution F ! F given by
hF.v/; v0i D hv; F.v0/i
for all v; v0 in V.
If .A; ; #/; .B;;/ are algebras with two involutions, an isomorphism between
.A; ; #/ and .B;;/ is an algebra isomorphismU from A onto B satisfying U.a/
D U.a/ and U.a#/ D U.a/ for all a in A. In this case .A; ; #/ and .B;;/ are
said to be isomorphic.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1. Let .A; ; #/ be a unital finite-dimensional algebra with commuting
involutions over .K;−/ and let "; "0 in K such that "" D "0"0 D 1. Then there exist
a finite-dimensional vector space W over K, a nondegenerate "-hermitian form h; i
in W, a nondegenerate "0-hermitian form T; U in W, and F in EndK.W/ such that
.A; ; #/ is isomorphic to the centralizer of the --subalgebra of EndK.W/ gener-
ated by F, where  and  are adjoint involutions in EndK.W/ determined by h; i
and T; U, respectively.
We will follow the lines of the proof of the main result in [5]. The first part of the
proof consists in finding a nondegenerate "–"0-hermitian space W0 over K such that
.A; ; #/ is embedded into EndK.W0/ in such a way that W0 is a balanced A-module
(that is, A D EndB.W0/ if B D EndA.W0/). Our construction involves the two com-
muting involutions of A and consists in a convenient doubling of the representation
used in [5].
Theorem 2. Let .A; ; #/ be a unital finite-dimensional algebra with commuting
involutions over .K;−/ and let "; "0 in K such that "" D "0"0 D 1. Then there exists a
triple .W0; h; i; T; U/, where W0 is a finite-dimensionalvector space over K which is
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a balanced left A-module (in fact, W0 contains A as a direct summand) and h; i,T; U
are nondegenerate "-hermitian and "0-hermitian forms in W0, respectively, in such
a way that the associated representation of A in W0 becomes an isomorphism of
algebras with two involutions of .A; ; #/ into .EndK.W0/;;/, where  and 
are adjoint involutions in EndK.W0/ determined by h; i and T; U, respectively.
Proof. Consider the vector space W0 VD U1  U2  U3  U4, where U1 D U3 D
A and U2 D U4 D HomK.A;K/. Endow W0 with the structure of faithful left A-
module given by:
a.x; f; y; g/ VD .ax; f  La; a#y; g  La#/
for all a in A and .x; f; y; g/ in W0. The mapping h; i from W0  W0 into K defined
by
h.x; f; y; g/; .x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/i VD f .x 0/ C g.y 0/ C ".f 0.x/ C g0.y//
is a nondegenerate "-hermitian form satisfying
ha.x; f; y; g/; .x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/i D h.x; f; y; g/; a.x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/i;
and therefore the representation of A on W0 becomes an isomorphism of involutive
algebras from .A; / into .EndK.W0/;/, where  denotes the adjoint involution
with respect to h; i. Furthermore, the mapping T; U from W0  W0 into K defined
by
T.x; f; y; g/; .x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/U VD f .y 0/ C g.x 0/ C "0.f 0.y/ C g0.x//
is a nondegenerate "0-hermitian form satisfying
Ta.x; f; y; g/; .x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/U D T.x; f; y; g/; a#.x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/U;
and so the representation of A on W0 also becomes an isomorphism of involutive
algebras from .A; #/ into .EndK.W0/;/, where  denotes the adjoint involution
with respect to T; U. Therefore, the representation of A on W0 is an isomorphism
of algebras with two involutions. Since W0 contains the “regular” A-module A as a
direct summand, it is balanced (see [3, p. 451]). 
Let U;V be finite-dimensional vector spaces over K and let us write U 0 D
HomK.U;K/ and V 0 D HomK.V;K/. Recall that the transpose of an homomorph-
ism F V U ! V is the homomorphism F  V V 0 ! U 0 defined by F .f / VD f  F
for all f in V 0. Via identification with their biduals we can see the transpose G
of a homomorphism G V U 0 ! V 0 as the mapping from V into U determined by
f .G.v// D G.f /.v/ for all f in U 0 and v in V. Analogously, the transpose of an
homomorphism H V U 0 ! V can be seen as the mapping H  from V 0 into U de-
termined by f .H .g// D g.H.f // for all f in U 0 and g in V 0, and also the transpose
of a homomorphism I V U ! V 0 can be seen as the mapping I  from V into U 0
determined by I .v/.u/ D I .u/.v/ for all u in U and v in V.
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Remark 1. The involutions  and  in EndK.W0/ obtained in the above proof are
not necessarily commuting. Since W0 VD U1  U2  U3  U4 we can represent each
T in EndK.W0/ as a 4  4 homomorphism matrix
T D
0
B@
T11 T12 T13 T14
T21 T22 T23 T24
T31 T32 T33 T34
T41 T42 T43 T44
1
CA ;
where Tij 2 HomK.Uj ;Ui/ for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. It is easy to verify that
T  D
0
B@
T 22 "T

12 T

42 "T

32
"T 21 T

11 "T

41 T

31
T 24 "T

14 T

44 "T

34
"T 23 T

13 "T

43 T

33
1
CA
and
T  D
0
B@
T 44 "
0T 34 T 24 "0T 14
"0T 43 T 33 "0T 23 T 13
T 42 "
0T 32 T 22 "0T 12
"0T 41 T 31 "0T 21 T 11
1
CA :
Therefore
T  D
0
B@
T33 "0"T34 T31 "0"T32
"0"T43 T44 "0"T41 T42
T13 "0"T14 T11 "0"T12
"0"T23 T24 "0"T21 T22
1
CA
and
T  D
0
B@
T33 ""0T34 T31 ""0T32
""0T43 T44 ""0T41 T42
T13 ""0T14 T11 ""0T12
""0T23 T24 ""0T21 T22
1
CA :
As a result,  and  are commuting if and only if "0" D ""0, or equivalently "2 D "02.
With the aim of showing a relevant matricial reading of Theorem 2 we assume
in addition that K is a field of characteristic not equal to 2 and that the involution
on K is the identity mapping Id. Given a natural number n, we recall two standard
involutions on M2n.K/ of symmetric (1-hermitian) and alternate (.−1/-hermitian)
type, respectively. The first one is the symmetric involution  on M2n.K/ defined by
a VD s−1ats, where at denotes the transpose of a and
s VD diagf nq; : : : ; qg with q VD

0 1
1 0

:
Since the symmetric involution is of symmetric type, it is isomorphic to the transpos-
ition whenever K is algebraically closed [2, Theorem 4, p. 156]. However, in the case
K D R the symmetric involution is not isomorphic to the transposition, as one can
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see by realizing that the matrix s above has zero signature and applying [2, Theorem
6, p. 158]. The second one is the familiar symplectic involution  on M2n.K/ defined
by a VD s−1ats, where now
s VD diagf nq; : : : ; qg with q VD

0 1
−1 0

:
All involutions on M2n.K/ of alternate type are isomorphic to the symplectic invol-
ution [2, Theorem 7, p. 161].
Theorem 3. Let .A; ; #/ be a unital finite-dimensional algebra with commuting in-
volutions over a field K of characteristic not equal to 2 with involution Id. Then there
exists a natural number d and a representation of A in K4d which is an isomorphism
of algebras with two involutions of .A; ; #/ into .M4d ;;/, where  and  are
the symmetric and symplectic involutions in M4d.K/.
Proof. Consider the vector space W0 VD U1  U2  U3  U4, where U1 D U3 D A
and U2 D U4 D HomK.A;K/. As in the proof of Theorem 2:
h.x; f; y; g/; .x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/i VD f .x 0/ C g.y 0/ C f 0.x/ C g0.y/;
T.x; f; y; g/; .x 0; f 0; y 0; g0/U VD f .y 0/ C g.x 0/ − .f 0.y/ C g0.x//
are nondegenerate symmetric and alternate forms in W0, respectively, and there is an
isomorphism of algebras with two involutions of .A; ; #/ into .EndK.W0/;;/,
where  and  are adjoint involutions in EndK.W0/ determined by h; i and T; U,
respectively. Let d denote the dimension of A, let fe1; : : : ; edg be a fixed basis for A,
and let f1; : : : ; d g be the corresponding dual basis in HomK.A;K/. These bases
determine a basis of W0 as follows: fe1; : : : ; ed ; 1; : : : ; d ; Qe1; : : : ; Qed; Q1; : : : ; Qdg
where, for convenience, the identifications of A with U1 and the HomK.A;K/ with
U2 are specified via the identity mapping, whereas the identifications of A with U3
and the HomK.A;K/ with U4 are specified via the isomorphism  . Now, choosingn
1
2 .1 C Q1/; e1 C Qe1; 12 .e1 − Qe1/; 1 − Q1; : : : ;
1
2 .d C Qd/; ed C Qed; 12 .ed − Qed/; d − Qd
o
as a basis for W0, endomorphisms on W0 are naturally identified with elements in
M4d.K/ in such a way that the adjoint involutions relative to h; i and T; U become
the symmetric and symplectic involutions on M4d .K/, respectively. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let .A; ; #/ be a unital finite-dimensional algebra with com-
muting involutions over .K;−/ and let "; "0 in K such that "" D "0"0 D 1. By The-
orem 2 there exists a triple .W0; h; i; T; U/, where W0 is a finite-dimensional vector
space over K which is a balanced left A-module and h; i; T; U are nondegener-
ate "-hermitian and "0-hermitian forms in W0, respectively, in such a way that the
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associated representation of A in W0 becomes an isomorphism from .A; ; #/ into
.EndK.W0/;;/, where  and  are adjoint involutions in EndK.W0/ determined
by h; i and T; U, respectively. Let m denote the dimension of B D EndA.W0/. Put
.W; h; i; T; U/ VD .W0; h; i; T; U/
mC2    .W0; h; i; T; U/;
and consider EndK.W0/ embedded diagonally in EndK.W/. By the final step of the
proof of Theorem 1 in [5] applied to h; i and T; U there exists F in EndK.W/ such
that A D EndC.W/ D EndD.W/, where C (resp. D) denotes the -subalgebra (resp.
-subalgebra) of EndK.W/ generated by F. Let us denote by E the --subalgebra
of EndK.W/ generated by F. Since C;D  E, it follows that EndE.W/  EndC.W/
D EndD.W/ D A. On the other hand, A is a --subalgebra of EndK.W/ whose
elements commute with F, therefore EndA.W/ is a --subalgebra of EndK.W/
containing F, and so E  EndA.W/. From this, A  EndE.W/. 
Remark 2. Given a natural number n, the corresponding statement of Theorem 1 for
n commuting involutions remains true. The proof is by induction on n. The starting
point is the result in [5]. Moreover, since arguments in the final step of the proof of
Theorem 1 apply whenever n hermitian forms are involved, it suffices to show that
the version of Theorem 2 for n remains true. So, we shall prove:
If .A; 1; : : : ; n/ is a unital finite-dimensional algebra with n commuting invol-
utions over .K;−/, and if "1; : : : ; "n are elements in K such that "1"1 D    D
"n"n D 1, then there exists .W.n/0 ; h; i1; : : : ; h; in/, where W.n/0 is a finite-
dimensional vector space over K which is a balanced left A-module (in fact,
W
.n/
0 contains A as a direct summand) and h; ii is a nondegenerate "i-hermitian
form in W.n/0 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, in such a way that the associated represent-
ation of A in W.n/0 becomes an isomorphism of algebras with n involutions of
.A; 1; : : : ; n/ into .EndK.W.n/0 /;1; : : : ;n/, where for each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng
i is the adjoint involution in EndK.W.n/0 / determined by h; ii .
We will give the main ideas of the proof. Assuming the above to hold for n, we
will prove it for n C 1. Take W.nC1/0 VD W.n/0  W.n/0 endowed with the A-module
structure given by
a.w;w0/ VD .aw; a1nC1w0/;
for all a in A and .w;w0/ in W.nC1/0 , and for each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng consider the nonde-
generate "i-hermitian form on W.nC1/0 defined by
h.w1; w01/; .w2; w02/ii VD hw1; w2ii C hw01; w02ii ;
and finally consider the nondegenerate "nC1-hermitian form on W.nC1/0 defined by
h.w1; w01/; .w2; w02/inC1 VD N"1hw1; w02i1 C "nC1hw01; w2i1 :
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